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Abstract In this work the discussion is around the vacuity of the term globalization 

as a support to justify the misunderstanding of the real meaning of the complex 

dynamics of the world wide social network and the lack at many level of the 

knowledge of the physical phenomena occurring in the economic flux at macro and 

micro scale dimension. The importance to take into account the dissipative 

thermodynamics model to solve the problems of the civilization evolutions trends is 

also underlined. The democracy of the energy distribution at any scale is presented. 
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 Introduction 

 Many of the actual problems of the so called world-wide crisis are 

incorrectly based on the financial failure of the bank system especially in the 

USA. Many of the high risk financial products are going under judgment and 

from every part of the globe the political class it is claimed to rewrite the 

regulations for the control of the financial market. As usual in human activities 

the reliability must be given to some-one and the majority of people are 

involved in the attribution of the guilty to the executive management at the 

level of high chief executive class. This is still once again the short memory, 

or better, the ignorance based chain of moral justification for the lack of the 

real content of the actual global situation coming out from the analysis of what 

really is still going on into the structure of the actual world.  

 Once again the entire world is waiting to escape from the “global crisis” to 

start again, in a more or less conventional way, to build up the road towards 

the utopia of the continuous development measured by the mythical GNP 

macroeconomic parameters. Few, almost nobody, are prepared to read in depth 

the meaning of the several signals given by the actual situation to us and to our 

“winner-western” way of life.  

 It is really long to enumerate how many scientist and authors give us other 

references to understand that we must deal with a planet with a limited 
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